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ABSTRACT

The publication, in 1958, of Charles Elton’s book *The ecology of invasions by animals and plants* launched the systematic study of biological invasions. Invasion ecology has grown to become an important multi-disciplinary subfield of ecology with growing links to many other disciplines. This paper examines the citation history of Elton’s book using the Web of Science. We also examine Elton’s influence in shaping the current research agenda in invasion ecology, for which we use the 28 papers in a special issue of *Diversity and Distributions* (Volume 14: 2) as a representative sample.

After 50 years, Elton’s book remains the most cited single source in the field (> 1500 citations), and is cited more often every year (> 100 times) than any other invasion-related publication, including influential papers in journals. Most citations to Elton’s book refer to particular topics/concepts covered in the book, rather than citing it as a general reference about invasions. The shift in the distribution of topics/concepts cited with reference to Elton over time follows the same trend as for biogeography and ecology in general (increasing emphasis on analytical studies, multi-scale analyses, multi-disciplinary studies, etc.).

Some topics emphasized by Elton are still the focus of current research (dispersal and spread of invasive organisms, impact on biodiversity, role of disturbance and enemy release) but several prominent themes in modern studies were not addressed by Elton. The emergence of new themes can be attributed to a general change in approach and emphasis underpinning research questions in conservation biogeography and applied ecology over the last half century (risk analysis, multi-scale comparisons, propagule pressure, experimental approaches) and to the recent emergence and increasing availability of large data sets on the distribution of introduced species and to the emergence of key technologies (e.g. geographic information systems, modelling techniques, including niche-based modelling, and molecular methods). Half a century after its publication, Charles Elton’s book on invasions remains influential, but massive changes in the status of invasions and other environmental issues worldwide, together with advances in technology, are reshaping the game rules and priorities of invasion ecology.
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INTRODUCTION

Invasion ecology is the study of the human-mediated introduction of organisms, especially introductions to areas outside the potential range of given organisms as defined by their natural dispersal mechanisms and biogeographical barriers (Davis, 2006; Mack *et al.*, 2000; Richardson & Pyšek, 2006). The field addresses all aspects relating to the introduction of organisms, their ability to establish, naturalize and invade in the target region, their interactions with resident organisms in their new location, and the consideration of costs and benefits of their presence and abundance with reference to human value systems (Richardson & van Wilgen, 2004; Pyšek *et al.*, 2006; Richardson, 2006).

Several 19th century naturalists, notably Charles Darwin, Alphonse De Candolle, Joseph Hooker and Charles Lyell, mentioned invasive species in their writings. Naturalized and invasive species were, however, essentially curiosities at the time and were not perceived as a major threat to global biodiversity.
Biological invasions started becoming much more widespread in the first half of the 1900s, but biologists were slow to focus attention on the phenomenon (Richardson & Pyšek, 2007). Charles S. Elton’s (1958) book on The ecology of invasions by animals and plants is generally acknowledged as the starting point for focussed scientific attention on biological invasions (Fig. 1).

Invasion ecology has grown enormously in the 50 years since Elton’s volume appeared (Pyšek et al., 2006; Richardson & Pyšek, 2007). The book has been very widely cited, and has been discussed in several publications describing aspects of the growth of invasion ecology (Cadotte, 2006; Davis, 2006; Richardson & Pyšek, 2007). However, we know of no focussed analysis of how Elton’s book has been cited on which to base an assessment of its role in guiding research in the field. Neither is it known whether there have been clear changes over time in the way the book has been cited, and how much current research on invasions still draws insights from the book.

This paper reports on a bibliometric analysis of the citation history of The ecology of invasions by animals and plants. We also draw on the collection of papers assembled in a special issue of Diversity and Distributions (Volume 14:2), taking this as a reasonably representative sample of the topics (other than purely management-focussed studies which are not covered in this journal) that are currently enjoying research attention in invasion ecology, to discuss major advances and innovations since Elton’s time that are driving the current research agenda on this topic.

METHODS

For a sample of the literature on biological invasions we used the following terms and their combinations for a search of the Web of Science® (WoS; accessed 18 May 2007): (biological) invas* (species); plant; animal; bird; mammal; insect. This yielded 3752 papers (Fig. 2) that were cited 45,342 times. Citations to the book of Elton (1958) were extracted from WoS on the same date.

To determine which ideas and concepts mentioned in Elton’s book are actually cited and to see whether there have been clear trends and shifts in focus over time, we randomly selected 20 papers from each decade (1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s, 2001–2006) from those citing Elton’s book (Web of Science, accessed 18 May 2007) (see Supplementary Material, Appendix S1). References to Elton’s book in each paper were grouped as follows:

(A) Descriptive issues included references to (1) invasions in general; (2) population dynamics of invaders, rate of growth and predator–prey relationships; (3) range expansions, population outbreaks and ‘ecological explosions’; (4) dispersal, spread and elimination of barriers; (5) impact of invasions on community diversity and structure; and (6) references to particular species as examples of successful invasions.

(B) References to patterns of invasion included (7) the diversity–invasibility relationship (biotic resistance); (8) invasibility of islands; and (9) stability (diversity–stability relationship, community saturation, landscape stability).

Figure 1 Charles Sutherland Elton (1900–1991). His book The ecology of invasions by animals and plants is widely acknowledged as launching the systematic study of biological invasions. Photo courtesy of the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford.

Figure 2 Growth in the number of papers in invasion ecology published up to 2006 and registered on the Web of Science (see text for the methods of screening for relevant papers).
References related to mechanisms of invasion included (10) enemy release; (11) the role of disturbance; (12) resource utilization and niche partitioning (empty niche); (13) competition and competitive displacement; and (14) climate matching.

In addition, there were single references to biological control and palaeoecology.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Elton’s book as the most cited source in invasion biology

There were, up to 18 May 2007, a total of 1516 citations of Elton’s book, with an exponential increase in citations starting in the mid-1990s. Until then, the book was cited fairly steadily, with a linear increase of citations over time (Fig. 3). This makes Elton’s book the most cited source in invasion biology, as can be inferred from comparison with the numbers of citations of the most highly cited papers on biological invasions in journals (Mack et al., 2000; D’Antonio & Vitousek, 1992; Carlton & Geller, 1993), with maximum numbers of the most cited papers not exceeding 500 (WoS, accessed 8 August 2006, see Pyšek et al., 2006 for details). The book is still widely cited, as indicated by 185 citations in 2006, 149 in 2005 and 137 in 2004.

Using the average number of citations per year as a measure for comparing Elton’s book with the most cited papers in journals, yields 31.0 citation per year for Elton, which is lower than the highest values found for the paper (six papers received on average more than 50 citations per year, see Pyšek et al., 2006). However, in fairness we need to compare the number of citations to Elton’s book for the recent period since numbers of citation have been increasing steadily. For 2000–2005, i.e. the period over which most of the journal papers mentioned above have accumulated their citations (reported in Pyšek et al., 2006), there were on average 105.7 citations to Elton’s book every year, which exceeds even the per-year citation rate of the most highly cited paper (Mack et al., 2000 – 89.6).

The first paper recorded on Web of Science with obvious relevance to biological invasions was from 1976. It should be noted that there are several earlier papers dealing with invasive species that were not picked up in our search because they did not include relevant keywords. Such papers are too few in number to have much influence on the dynamics reported on here. The number of papers first increased slowly, and then exponentially from the mid-1990s (Fig. 2). Why was there such a long lag phase between the publication of Elton’s book and the first papers that explicitly dealt with biological invasions? This could be because studies dealing with invasions published between 1960 and 1980 did not consider alien organisms sufficiently important to mention explicitly in titles, keywords, or abstracts. The awareness of the importance of the phenomenon changed markedly with the launch of the SCOPE programme on biological invasion in the mid-1980s, which initiated intensive research in many parts of the world (Drake et al., 1989; Richardson & Pyšek, 2007). Also, invasions were not nearly as widespread as they are now during this lag period, so received less attention. This underscores the visionary nature and sharp observational skills of Charles Elton in recognizing the emerging importance of biological invasions decades before his followers.

How is the book cited?

Main topics

Diversity–stability and diversity–invasibility relationships are the topics for which Elton’s book has been most widely cited in the scientific literature (Richardson & Pyšek, 2007); these topics together account for a third of all citations to the book. Surprisingly, the book is rarely cited as a general reference for the problems associated with invasions. This indicates that it is cited primarily for fundamental concepts and viewed as a source of ideas. Other widely cited topics (accounting for > 5% of total) from Elton’s work relate to invasibility of islands, enemy release and competition as mechanisms of invasions (Fig. 4). Charles Elton clearly launched the systematic study of biological invasions. He was a visionary scientist who fostered considerable cross-disciplinary synergy; this view is shared by most prominent researchers in the field (Richardson & Pyšek, 2007).
Changes over time

References to particular topics in Elton's book show clear temporal trends (Fig. 5), reflecting shifts in focus in ecological disciplines. Invasions started to be recognized by the scientific community as a discrete field of study at the beginning of 1980s. Until then, most references to Elton's work relate to diversity–stability relationships and competitive interactions (not necessarily associated with invasions of alien species), i.e. general ecological issues intensively studied in 1960s and 1970s. These issues decreased in importance, although the former morphed into the consideration of the effect of stability, via diversity, on invasibility (Richardson & Pyšek, 2007). The 1980s saw a shift in focus to themes with clear invasion relevance, such as the diversity–invasibility relationship, which steadily increased in relative importance in the following two decades. Basically, all important issues that are covered by the book and which are still the focus of research today were recognized as early as the 1980s. Besides the diversity–invasibility relationship, there are three more topics, i.e. enemy release, dispersal-related issues and resources, for which citation of Elton is increasing in frequency (Fig. 5).

Papers in this special issue of Diversity and Distributions as a sample of the current research directions and focus in invasion ecology

The special issue of Diversity and Distributions (Volume 14:2) on 'Fifty years of invasion ecology – the legacy of Charles Elton' contains 28 papers that address a very wide range of biogeographic/ecological topics relating to biological invasions. These papers were not solicited, and represent the standard fare of accepted papers on invasion ecology in the journal, similar in scope and cross-section to previous volumes. Given the focus of the journal (conservation biogeography), purely applied topics
and those relating to economic and sociological issues are not considered for publication (Richardson, 2005). We consider the collected papers to form a reasonably representative set of studies, in terms of taxa, geographical regions and issues in invasion ecology. It is useful to use this sample as a basis for discussion on current research directions in relation to Elton’s legacy.

Firstly, only 4 of the papers (14%) in the special issue cite Elton’s (1958) book (Ashton & Lerdau, 2008; Gordon et al., 2008; Ricklefs et al., 2008; Walter & Levin, 2008). If we consider the coverage of topics addressed in the special issue and compare this with the major topics referred to in papers that have cited Elton’s book since its publication (Fig. 4), some interesting patterns emerge. The largest number of papers fall into our category of ‘dispersal, spread and elimination of barriers’ (Auzijonyte et al., 2008; Hufbauer & Sforza, 2008; Kobelt & Nentwig, 2008; Nielsen et al., 2008; Piel et al., 2008; Provan et al., 2008; Westcott et al., 2008). Five papers dealt with issues pertaining to the impacts of biological invasions (Lach, 2008; Leprieur et al., 2008; Ricciardi & Kipp, 2008; Sims et al., 2008; Walter & Levin, 2008). The role of disturbance (Chabrierie et al., 2008; Piola & Johnston, 2008; Walter & Levin, 2008), range expansions, population outbreaks and ecological explosions (Pyšek et al., 2008; Tolley et al., 2008), enemy release (Ashton & Lerdau, 2008; Ebeling et al., 2008), the invisibility of islands (Walter & Levin, 2008), and resource utilization (Hastwell et al., 2008) were also covered. Seven of the broad categories in Fig. 4 are not covered, at least as a major focus, in the special issue. Importantly, nearly a third of papers in the special issue are on topics that were not addressed at all by Elton. These include: detailed studies of the determinants of invasibility (Kilroy et al., 2008; Truscott et al., 2008), multi-scale comparisons of biogeographical patterns (Ricklefs et al., 2008), analytical distribution modelling (Real et al., 2008), the role of propagule pressure (Mikheyev et al., 2008) and post-introduction evolution, in particular the role of hybridization (Ayres et al., 2008). Two papers deal with issues pertaining to risk assessment (Crossman & Bass, 2008; Gordon et al., 2008), and one presents an analysis of transitions between categories of alien species (Caley et al., 2008).

What can we say about current focus areas in invasion ecology (with reference to, but not considering only, our sample of papers in this special issue) if we consider the field of biological invasions as defined by Charles Elton half a century ago? Clearly, several fundamental topics have emerged as important focus areas of research in biological invasions post-Elton. The crucial roles of facilitation, dispersal dynamics (including long-distance dispersal), propagule pressure, phenotypic plasticity and rapid evolution, which are now recognized as vital determinants of invasiveness and invisibility (Daechler, 2006; Richardson & Pyšek, 2006), were not discussed by Elton (Richardson & Pyšek, 2007). Although Elton (1958) mentioned dispersal in various ways, modern studies have revolutionized the study of dispersal, for instance through the conceptualization, description and parameterization of invasion pathways (Ruiz & Carlton, 2003; Hulme et al., 2008). Several papers in this issue are indicative of such advances (Kobelt & Nentwig, 2008; Piel et al., 2008). The realization that rare, long-distance dispersal (LDD) events are crucial in invasions (Trakhtenbrot et al., 2005), is confirmed by the attention given to LDD in the special issue (Nielsen et al., 2008; Pyšek et al., 2008; Tolley et al., 2008; Westcott et al., 2008).

Some issues not covered by Elton (1958) that now enjoy considerable attention owe their emergence simply to the radical escalation in the number of taxa invading and the overall extent of invasions worldwide and thus increasing awareness of actual and potential threats to biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. For example, Caley et al.’s (2008) analysis of naturalization rates of introduced plants for Australia, drawing on concepts developed by Mark Williamson in his Tens Rule (Williamson, 1993; Williamson & Fitter, 1996), is only useful now that hundreds of species, introduced decades ago, are considered potentially invasive. Similarly, the recent upsurge in interest in risk assessment as a facet of strategies to manage invasions (Crossman & Bass, 2008; Gordon et al., 2008) mirrors the widespread adoption of risk analysis and management in all spheres of human endeavour, including economics, engineering and human health (Burgman, 2005). As a pervasive environmental stressor, with management options that demand value-laden decisions from numerous role players, biological invasions are an important field for the application of risk assessment (Maguire, 2004). Other obvious reasons for the emergence of new fields of research in areas not discussed by Elton (1958) are the current widespread availability of comprehensive data sets and important technological innovations that have paved the way for insights that could not have been foreseen 50 years ago. Radical advances in computing power and statistical methods and new modelling approaches and tools such as geographic information systems have made possible multi-scale analyses that have revolutionized the study of biogeography (see Crossman & Bass, 2008; Nielsen et al., 2008; Pyšek et al., 2008; Ricklefs et al., 2008, for examples using these techniques in the current special issue). Rapid advances in techniques for modelling species distributions have been widely applied, in numerous ways, in invasion ecology (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2008). Recent advances in molecular ecology, too, have opened doors to insights on aspects of invasion ecology that Elton would never have dreamt of, for example as a tool for reconstructing the routes (e.g. Provan et al., 2008) and elucidating the mechanisms (e.g. Hufbauer & Sforza, 2008) of invasions. The collection of papers on spread and invasion histories of alien species in this issue neatly illustrates the development of methodological tools that were not available in Elton’s time. What he documented (rather clearly) using hand-drawn maps, is now reconstructed using molecular methods (Auzijonyte et al., 2008; Hufbauer & Sforza, 2008; Provan et al., 2008; Tolley et al., 2008) or deconstructed using modern mathematics and modelling techniques (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2008).

Experimental studies are increasingly being applied to test key theories and assumptions in invasion ecology (e.g. Ashton & Lerdau, 2008; Hastwell et al., 2008; Piola & Johnston, 2008). Some of the studies in this issue (Ebeling et al., 2008; Westcott et al., 2008) could have been conducted in Elton’s time, i.e. they utilize no particular modern technologies, but are framed within
Despite a huge increase in the number of taxa studied and regions where studies are carried out, taxonomical and geographical biases are clearly evident in published research on biological invasions (Pyšek et al., 2008). Similar patterns are evident in the papers in this special issue. More than half of the papers (15) in the special issue address invasive plants, followed by arthropods (4 papers; 2 dealing with ants, one with spiders, and one with many groups). Crustaceans, fishes, frogs, mammals and marine algae are all represented by one paper. Five papers deal with multi-taxon groups: diatoms, freshwater organisms, invertebrates, macroinvertebrates and vertebrates. European studies are represented by 12 papers, Australasia by 6, North America by 4, Africa by 3, and Asia and the Pacific Islands by one each. One study presented a global overview.

Interestingly, only nine of the 49 most-studied taxa identified in a comprehensive review of published work on invasions (with 10 or more case studies on the Web of Science; P. Pyšek, D.M. Richardson et al., unpubl. data) were mentioned by Elton. For plants, these are Lantana camara (lantana) and Spartina alterniflora (smooth cordgrass); for insects Adelges tsugae (hemlock woolly adelgid), Aedes albopictus (Asian tiger mosquito), Linepithema humile (Argentine ant), Lymantria dispar (gypsy moth) and Solenopsis invicta (red imported fire ant); for crustaceans Eriocheir sinensis (Chinese mitten crab); and for mammals Rattus rattus (black rat). That Elton did not mention current post-1950 examples of invaders like Dreissenia polymorpha (zebra mussel), Centaurea maculosa (spotted knapweed), Cauderpa taxifolia (the ‘killer alg’,), Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass), Heracleum mantegazzianum (giant hogweed), Bufo marinus (cane toad) and Carpodotus edulis (common Hottentot fig) (P. Pyšek, D.M. Richardson et al., unpubl. data) is indicative of the huge changes in the status of key invaders around the world over the last 50 years. That modern researchers still cite Elton’s book so often, despite the radical changes in the taxa under consideration, and the range of associated problems and challenges for managers, is further evidence of the enduring value of Elton’s synthesis and roadmap for research.

What are main challenges for invasion ecology? It is beyond the scope of this short editorial to do justice to this question, but we offer a few subjective ideas on profitable avenues for research in invasion ecology.

• We must capitalize on advances in molecular technology to unlock secrets of the biology of invasive species, for example relating to dispersal ecology (notably the importance of rare, long-distance dispersal) and to aid in reconstructing the history of invasions.

• Despite considerable advances in the development of sophisticated species distribution models, the application of such models to invasive alien species remains problematical. This is because most invasive species have had insufficient time in their new ranges to sample all potentially invasive habitats. This means that correlations between current range and environmental factors do not necessarily provide an accurate definition of potential range. Using localities in the native range or other regions where the species has become invasive is also problematical in the absence of information on the genetic makeup of introduced populations. Research is required to facilitate the quantification of levels of uncertainty when using such models. There is also an urgent need for more high-quality data sets to improve our ability to model and predict distributions.

• Increasing numbers of studies invoke propagule pressure as a (or the) fundamental driver of invasions. Many use indirect proxies of propagule pressure, since direct measures of numbers of introduced propagules are difficult or impossible to generate. Some standardization on optimum proxies in this regard would be helpful and could facilitate more robust generalizations on the relative importance of this factor. Care needs to be taken to account for confounding factors and biases in comparative analyses of habitat invasibility and species invasiveness (see e.g. Colautti et al., 2006; Pyšek et al., 2005; Chytrý et al., 2008). Understanding propagule pressure is the new frontier in invasion ecology (Richardson, 2004).

• The literature on invasion ecology contains a growing number of theories and generalizations, with much duplication, redundancy and reinventing of the wheel. There is a need to distil the fundamental issues from the different theories, while realizing that invasions are context specific (Cadotte et al., 2006; Richardson & Pyšek, 2006).

• Invasion ecology needs to continue building bridges with other disciplines, following the course charted by Elton. Key areas where improved links with invasion ecology would be mutually beneficial include conservation biology/biogeography, global change biology, restoration ecology, weed science, resource economics, human geography and policy studies.

• It is generally accepted that global change will exacerbate problems with biological invasions. Much more research is required to understand the mechanisms that could potentially facilitating responses of key invasive species to elevated CO2, and other elements of global change. Since influential changes are sure to involve extremely complex multi-scale interactions, radically improved modelling frameworks to accommodate robust predictions are urgently needed.

• We concur with Hulme (2003) who bemoaned the lack of effective translation of academically gratifying research results in many areas of invasion ecology to management. Theoretical advances need to be translated into improved management, including objective means for conflict resolution. More research in invasion ecology needs to engage sociologists, human geographers, and others in positions to facilitate effective transfer of key results to implementation (Richardson et al., 2008).
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